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The Blade's Memory Dark Horse Comics
Colonel Ridge Zirkander isn’t the model of military
professionalism—he has a tendency to say exactly
what’s on his mind, and his record has enough
demerits to wallpaper the hull of an airship—but as
the best fighter pilot in the Iskandian army, he’s
used to a little leniency from his superiors. Until
he punches the wrong diplomat in the nose and finds
himself issued new orders: take command of a remote
prison mine in the inhospitable Ice Blades
Mountains. Ridge has never been in charge of
anything larger than a flier squadron—what’s he
supposed to do with a frozen fortress full of
murderers and rapists? Not to mention the strange
woman who shows up right before he arrives…
Sardelle Terushan wakes from three hundred years in
a mage stasis shelter, only to realize that she is
the last of the Referatu, the sorcerers who once
helped protect Iskandia from conquerors. Their
subterranean mountain community was blown up in a
treacherous sneak attack by soldiers who feared
their power. Everyone Sardelle ever knew is dead,
and the sentient soulblade she has been bonded to
since her youth is buried in the core of the
mountain. Further, what remains of her home has
been infested by bloodthirsty miners commanded by
the descendants of the very soldiers who destroyed
her people. Sardelle needs help to reach her
soulblade—her only link to her past and her last
friend in the world. Her only hope is to pretend
she’s one of the prisoners while trying to gain the
commander’s trust. But lying isn’t her specialty,
especially when the world has changed so much in
the intervening centuries, and if Colonel Zirkander
figures out who she truly is, he’ll be duty-bound
to sentence her to the only acceptable punishment
for sorcerers: death.
Dragon Champion Lindsay Buroker
Sarsha holds the ancient blood of kings, queens, and priestesses within her
veins. But tragedy plagues her as she is orphaned in a strange far off land
after witnessing the brutal murder of her parents. Worlds away from the
palace she once new, she is raised in a convent. As she grows to
adulthood, destiny begins to whisper to her in the form of dreams. Then
from the sea a mysterious young man appears to awaken her soul to love
and the true purpose of her being. As fate calls to her, she rebels against the
weave of the Goddess for the right to control her own destiny, and the two
young lovers set out on a sword wielding journey across the seas. A
journey that will take them aboard the fabled pirate ship the Black Dragon,
and into the savage realm of 17th century piracy, romance, and the

ancient magical workings of the Goddess.
Patterns in the Dark Tor Books
Mayah, princess of the Draken House of Al-Maddeiri, has
been haunted by ghosts for years. Visions, dreams, and
nightmares--ghosts reaching out to her, begging her to
save them. But how do you save people who are already
dead? Tristan Barnes is supposed to be Mayah's healer,
reaching into her mind with his white wolf powers to fix
the damage, slay the ghosts, and coax her lost dragon
back out into the world. It's bad enough that he's lost his
professional distance and fallen head over paws for his
sexy, feisty patient. Even worse, being near Mayah is
opening up old wounds. His hard-won sanity and stability
are slipping away, and the ghosts of his own past are
coming back to haunt him--literally. But what will happen
when they find out they're seeing the same ghosts--and
that they aren't really ghosts at all? Tristan and Mayah
will have to break all the rules, and face their own fears,
to finally save the ghosts--and each other.

Where Is the Dragon? Tor Books
The Wheel of Time is now an original series on Prime
Video, starring Rosamund Pike as Moiraine! In The Dragon
Reborn, the third novel in Robert Jordan’s #1 New York
Times bestselling epic fantasy series, The Wheel of Time®,
Rand al’Thor undertakes a journey to prove himself worthy
of being the Champion of Light. Winter has stopped the
war—almost—yet men are dying, calling out for the Dragon.
But where is he? Rand al’Thor has been proclaimed the
Dragon Reborn. Traveling to the great fortress known as the
Stone of Tear, he plans to find the sword Callandor, which
can only be wielded by the Champion of Light, and discover
if he truly is destined to battle The Dark One. Following
Rand, Moiraine and their friends battle Darkhounds on the
hunt, hoping they reach the Heart of the Stone in time for
the next great test awaiting the Dragon Reborn. Since its
debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has
captivated millions of readers around the globe with its
scope, originality, and compelling characters. The last six
books in series were all instant #1 New York Times
bestsellers, and The Eye of the World was named one of
America's best-loved novels by PBS's The Great American
Read. The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The
Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn
#4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of
Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9
Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of
Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of
Light By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of
Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan,
Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The
Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy
Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on
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Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Soulblade (Dragon Blood, Book 7) Lindsay Buroker
General Ridgewalker Zirkander is getting married. Sardelle—the
woman who’s battled dragons, shamans, and countless enemy
soldiers at his side—has accepted his proposal, and it’s the perfect
time for a wedding. It’s been two months since any dragons or
sorceresses attacked the city, the Cofah haven’t come after their
kidnapped emperor, and King Angulus has stopped yelling at Ridge for
his inadvertent role in destroying the castle. Yes, it’s the perfect time
for a wedding. Never mind that the resident dragon who thinks he’s a
god is pressuring Ridge to build a temple for him, or that the pirate-
turned-scientist Tolemek has disappeared. Or that Ridge’s mother is
on the verge of discovering that magic exists and her future daughter-in-
law is a sorceress. These are small hiccups, and the wedding will go
smoothly. Ridge is sure of it. Really.
Oaths (Dragon Blood, Book 8) Lindsay Buroker
From the national bestselling and award-winning author of the
Vampire Earth saga comes the first in a fantastic new series.
Dragon Age Adult Colouring Book Udon Entertainment Corporation
This is the first kungfu book by a Shaolin Grandmaster, Sifu Wong Kiew Kit,
who has become a legend. It gives a comprehensive introduction to Shaolin
Kungfu, including: - The philosophy and history of Shaolin Kungfu. - A
basic Shaolin Kungfu set with many secrets revealed. - Combat application. -
Internal force training. - Kungfu weapons. - General principles of kungfu. It
is a book that any Shaolin Kungfu practitioner should have.
Dreaming The Goddess Cosmos Internet (Publishing Division)
Spread your creative wings and soar in this official coloring book
based on the bestselling Wings of Fire books! Color in all your
favorite Wings of Fire dragons in this deluxe official coloring
book! Now you can discover, explore, and decorate the dragon
world in this book based on the #1 New York Times bestselling
series. Inside you'll find over 90 pages of intricate illustrations,
elaborate designs, and exhilarating scenes. From Sunny and Clay
to Tsunami, Kinkajou, and Blue, all your favorite characters are
included. So get ready to draw your destiny and let your
imagination take flight!
The Demon-Haunted World Penguin
It’s been a week since the dragon Morishtomaric fell, and
Sardelle is not convinced that Ridge is truly gone. With a
companion who thinks he’s a god and a soldier who would
happily kill her, she heads back to the mountains to look for signs
that Ridge survived. What they uncover threatens to destroy their
country and all they care about. Meanwhile, the Cofah emperor is
furious with Iskandia over the loss of its airships and still has a
bounty on Tolemek’s head. King Angulus sends Tolemek, Cas,
and Kaika on a daring mission that could solve both problems⋯
or leave them all dead.
Origins of The Wheel of Time Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING ELDER RACES SERIES! Half-human and half-
wyr, Pia Giovanni spent her life keeping a low profile among the
wyrkind and avoiding the continuing conflict between them and
their Dark Fae enemies. But after being blackmailed into stealing
a coin from the hoard of a dragon, Pia finds herself targeted by
one of the most powerful—and passionate—of the Elder races. As
the most feared and respected of the wyrkind, Dragos Cuelebre
cannot believe someone had the audacity to steal from him, much
less succeed. And when he catches the thief, Dragos spares her
life, claiming her as his own to further explore the desire they’ve
ignited in each other. Pia knows she must repay Dragos for her
trespass, but refuses to become his slave—although she cannot

deny wanting him, body and soul...
Paper Mache Dragons Franklin Watts
Brave knights, fire-breathing dragons, and underwear – in this
comical paperback picture book, one young knight takes on a mighty
dragon to save the kingdom. With playful illustrations from the #1
New York Times bestselling artist of The Bad Seed! Cole's wish comes
true when he becomes an Assistant Knight to Sir Percival, his favorite
Knight of King Arthur's Round Table. Cole learns how to ride a horse,
swing a sword, cheer for Sir Percival when he goes to battle, and
bandage his boo-boos when the battle is over. Cole loves practicing
every skill a Knight-in-Training must master and he is determined to
be granted knighthood. Sir Percival is a great knight in every way,
except for one thing: He is terrified that an Underwear Dragon will
come and destroy the kingdom. But when the unthinkable happens,
Cole is the only knight left standing (and just an assistant knight at
that!) Cole must use all of his newly acquired skills to battle the
fearsome dragon and avoid a catastrophe. Luckily, an unfortunate
underwear mishap changes everything and Cole triumphs in this
hilarious and triumphant tale! Kids of all ages will recognize themselves
in our pint-sized hero. Don't miss the fun and silly sequel, Return of
the Underwear Dragon!
Introduction to Shaolin Kungfu Penguin
Sardelle Terushan, sorceress and healer, should be lying low. Magic is
forbidden in Iskandia, and magic users are drowned, shot, or otherwise
slain. The problem? She's fallen in love with ace fighter pilot and
national hero, Colonel Ridge Zirkander, a man whom everybody
notices, including the king. It's not long before Sardelle has spies
dogging her steps and people trying to blow her up. Worse, her
presence is jeopardizing Ridge's career. If she can't find a solution to
the nation's centuries-old hatred of magic, the only way to protect
Ridge-and herself-may be to leave. Ridge Zirkander isn't used to
worrying about more than shooting down Cofah airships and keeping
the officers in his squadron alive, but his world has gotten more
complicated since giving his heart to Sardelle. It's difficult to keep
people from noticing a mysterious and enigmatic woman, not to
mention her chatty sentient sword. He's been passing her off as an
archaeologist to his fellow pilots, but when the king calls him in to a
private meeting, Ridge fears his secret has been discovered. But the
king-and the rest of the country-has a greater problem. Cofah military
scientists have acquired something that shouldn't exist in the world any
longer: dragon blood. In addition to having countless mysterious
properties, it's a powerful energy source that can be used to create
devastating weapons. Ridge, Sardelle, and their allies must travel to the
empire as part of a secret strike force to steal the dragon blood. If they
fail, the Cofah will finally have the power to destroy all of Iskandia.
The Iron Dragon's Daughter Lindsay Buroker
Su Ming grew up dreaming about becoming a Berserker even though
he knew that the chances of him becoming one were close to nil. One
day, he found a strange piece of debris, and it allowed him to walk the
path of becoming a Berserker. But would it be enough for Su Ming to
become just another Berserker to protect those he cares about? Would
he be satisfied with leaving everything in fate's hands? *This novel was
originally named Beseech the Devil, but due to the author's wishes, it
was changed to Pursuit of the Truth.
Balanced on the Blade's Edge CreateSpace
The forces of the God of Light and the Goddess of Darkness have waged a
ruthless war across the land of Toyoashihara for generations. But for 15-year-
old Saya, the war is far away and unimportant--until the day she discovers
that she is the reincarnation of the Water Maiden and a princess of the
Children of the Dark. Raised to love the Light and detest the Dark, Saya
must come to terms with her heritage even as she tumbles into the very heart
of the conflict that is destroying her country. The armies of the Light and
Dark both seek to claim her, for she is the only mortal who can awaken the
legendary Dragon Sword, the fearsome weapon destined to bring an end to
the war. Can Saya make the dreadful choice between the Light and Dark, or
is she doomed--like all the Water Maidens who came before her...? -- VIZ
Media
Pursuit of the Truth (1) Lindsay Buroker
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Delve into the Dream The Realm of the Goddess is vast. From
mythology to legend to modern retellings, between these pages, you will
experience Her Mysteries in original stories destined to become new
mythology. Experience the Goddess in Her many guises, from Egypt to
Nigeria, from Europe to the UK, from the Middle East to North
America. "... a passionately written, original collection of fresh,
contemporary, Goddess mythology for our modern era. Each chapter is
a pilgrimage to meet and get to know another embodiment of the
Goddess and Her particular mysteries." - Dodie Graham McKay,
author of Earth Magic.
Official Wings of Fire Coloring Book Dragonfly Books
A thousand years have passed since a dragon has been seen in the
world. Science and technology have replaced magic, which has
dwindled until it has become little more than an element of myth and
legend. There are those who still have dragon blood flowing through
their veins, distant descendants of the mighty creatures of old. These
rare humans have the power to cast magic, the power to heal, and the
power to craft alchemical weapons capable of starting wars⋯ or
ending them. But they are feared for those powers, and in recent
centuries, they have been hunted nearly to extinction. The few
remaining survivors must find a way to change how humanity perceives
them or be lost to the world forever. The Dragon Blood Collection
includes three full-length novels of action, magic, and romance:
Balanced on the Blade’s Edge Deathmaker Blood Charged
The Dragon's Tattoo Wings of Fire
Dr. Stevens describes the core source of human fear--inner
dragons that consume power through greed, self-deprecation,
arrogance, impatience, martyrdom, self-destruction, and just plain
stubbornness.
Under the Ice Blades Lindsay Buroker
A dark stranger walks among the men. A dark force waits in the
mountains. A dark wyng will be formed. The dark dragon is
coming ... Ren is the first of his kind - a boy with the skills of a
dragon. But as he tests his new powers, the dragons are growing
wary. Meanwhile, a strange man has joined the hom, determined
to help them wreak vengeance on the skalers. He knows about the
dragons, but can he be trusted? As tensions rise between hom and
dragon, both are unaware that there's a bigger battle coming ...
because the dark dragon will rise again ...
The Dragon Reborn VIZ Media LLC
A guide for creating your own fantastic renderings of man's favorite foe-
the dragon! Use the author's patterns or apply her techniques to create
your own. Includes 72 patterns, basic dragon anatomy, fascinating
dragon lore, evolution and more!
My Father's Dragon Courier Dover Publications
An elite forces officer with a dreadful reputation. A bookish paleontologist
with a love for mysteries. An ancient stronghold full of secrets that will take
both of them to unearth. Professor Lilah Zirkander (yes, she’s related to the
famous pilot, and no, she can’t get him to autograph your undergarments)
is looking forward to a summer in the paleontology lab, researching and
cataloging new fossils. But that summer takes an unexpected turn when the
king sends her into the Ice Blades to a secret mine where ancient dragon
bones have been discovered. Rumor has it that they’re cursed and
dangerous, but Lilah is more concerned about dealing with the outpost
commander, a fierce officer with the temperament of a crabby badger. As
punishment for irking the king, Colonel Vann Therrik is overseeing the
hardened criminals working in the remote Magroth Crystal Mines. He would
like a chance to redeem himself—and escape the loathsome duty
station—but nothing is going his way. Cursed fossils have delayed
production, miners are trying to escape, and now a scientist has shown up,
making demands on his time. Worse, she’s the cousin of his nemesis
General Zirkander. As if one Zirkander in his world wasn’t bad enough.
Investigating the fossils leads Lilah and Vann into the depths of Magroth
Mountain where centuries-old secrets lurk, and a long-forgotten threat stalks
the passages. To have any chance at survival, they’ll have to work together
and perhaps learn that neither is what the other expected. Shattered Past is a
stand-alone novel set in the author’s Dragon Blood world.
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